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Abstract -The experiments on multiple diftaction of X-rays in perfect crystals performed with the Participa-
tion of the authors-are reviewed. fireèxperiments include direct measurernents of anornalous transmission of
X-rays under the conditions of six-beam diftaction and th9 snrdy of photoelgtron yield under the conditions
of tÉree-beam diftaction (a multibeam modification of the rnethod of X-ray standing waves). Yarious
X-ray<ptical arrangements for twedimensional collimation, necessaqt fo.r obceSvati-on of multibeam inærfer-

"o"" "ffàts, 
are analyzed. Sufficiently good agreement benveen the experimeqt"l 1nd "alculated 

data confirms
the efficiency of the iuggesæd solutions. mesé solutions-are rather promising for the development of new non-
destructive riretnoAs foi anatyzing stnrcture perfection of crystals and surface layen.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamical theory of X-ray diftaction devel-
oped at the beginning of our cenhrry is an outstanding
aèhievement of theorctical physics of that time. In
essence, the theory reduces to a self-consistent allow-
ance for the interaction of incident and diftacted X-ray
waves and the formatiol, s a result, of a unified wave
field in the crystal. The intensity of this field is sPace-
modulated and repeats the periodic stntcture of the
crystal lattice of a perfect crystal.

All of the inærference effects of dynamical scatter-
ing of X-rays are directly related to the existence of this
wàve field and its interaction with the atoms of the crys-
tal lattice. One of the main effects of this kind is anom-
alous transmission of X-rays and anomalous angular
dependences of the yields of secondary radiations (pho-
toelectrons, fluorescence, etc.). But the absence of suf-
ficiently large perfect crystals hindered experimental
study for decades of the effects predicæd by the
dynamical theory.

The synthesis of crystals with a high degree of per-
fection gave a new impetus to studies of dynamical
effects in the simplest two'wave diffraction geometry,
where the reflection conditions are fulfilled only for
one system of crystallographic planes. As a result, new
methods for stmcture diagnostics of almost perfect sin-
gle crystals were developed, such as X-ray topogr-aphy,
diffractometry, and various modifications of the
method of X-ray standing waves. The widespread use
of these methods provided the improvement of modern
technologies for growing various technically important
crystals, êspecially those used in microelectronics.

Multiple diffraction is a more complex case, where
the reflection conditions are fulfilled simultaneously

lln memorv of Z.G. Pinsker.

for two or more crystal planes. As a result, three and
more strong beams propagating in different directions
can arise in the crystal.The coherent superposition of
these beams is responsible for the formation of a com-
plex stnrcture of the v/ave field, whose intensity is mod-
ulated in two directions. In principle, this provides bet-
ter conditions for the manifestation of interference
effects of X-ray scattering and their use for stnrcture
diagnostics. A detailed description of the various possi-
ble cases of multiple diffraction can be found in the
fundamental work by Z.G. Pinsker [l].

The experimental study of the dynamical effects of
multiple diffraction has been hindered for many years
by a series of objective difficulties. First of all, it was
necessary to collimate an incident X-ray beam simulta-
neously in two directions (the so-called trvo-dimen-
sional collimation) with a high accuracy (of about l').
In addition to the technical difficulties of its implemen-
tation, this collimation gives rise to adrastic dectease in
intensities Oy several orders of magnitude in compari-
son with two-wave diffraction). Second, the goniomet-
ric devices used should provide the precision rotations
of the crystal about several (at least, two) uu(es. There-
fore, it is not surprising that the experiments in this field
became possible only recently mainly because of the
use of intense synchrotron radiation (SR).

Below we briefly review the main experimental
results obtained in our studies with the use of both con-
ventional X-ray sources in the Laboratory of X-ray
Optics and Synchrotron Radiation of the Institute of
Crystallography of the Russian Academy of Sciences
and also with the use of an SR source of the Photon
Factory (Tsulmba, Japan). The experiments lvere Per-
formed with the participation of I.Yu. Ktraritonov and
L.V. Samoilova from the Institute of Crystallography
and S. Kikuta and T. Ishikawa from the Univenity of
Tolqyo î2 - 61.
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Section 2 is devoted to the consideration of the main
equations of the multibeam dynamical theory of dif-
fràction and the methods of their solution. The methods
for solving the main problem of the multibeam X-ray
experiment (trvo-dimensional beam collimation) are-
considered in Sect. 3. Section 4 deals with the results of
the first diftactometric measurements of beam intensi-
ties in anomalous transmission of X-rays under the
conditions of six-beam diftaction. For the first time, a
rather good quantitative agreement is achieved between
the experimental results and theoretical calculations.

The measurements of the yields of secondary radia-
tions under the conditions of multple diffraction (the

multibeam modification of the method of X-ray stand-
ing waves) is an independent experimental problem.
Seition 5 deals with tné nnt measurements of the pho-
toelectron yield under the conditions of three-beam
X-ray diffràction. V/e also describe the method for cal-
culating the yields of secondary radiations in the multi-
beam géométry and compare the calculated and exper-
imental data.

The main disadvantage of the conventional two-
beam X-ray diffraction eiperiment is the loss of infor-
mation on phases. The method of X-ray sknding waves
provides dùs information, but presents essential exper-
imental dif;Eculties associated with the necessity of
measuring the yields of secondary radiations. Multiple
diftaction allows the solution of the phase problem
without the use of secondary Processes. The optimum
method for solving the Phase problem for almost per-
fect single crystals is described in Section 6.

2. THEORY

The dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction- was first
developeâ as a phenomenological theory (the history-9f
ttre prôbtem is-considered in detail elsewhere [l' 7]).
I-atér, a rigorous theory was developed. ̂ It was
described môst consistently by Kagan and Afanas'ev

t8l. The theory is based on the Ma,rwell equaton for
ihé electric-fieid amplinrde E(k, co) of an X-ray wave in
the reciprocal space, i.e.,

U? -rP) nG, co) - k tk. E(k, ro)l
- (4æia/Ôi(k, co),

where K = alc = 2nl7u, and l, is the wavelength. The
right-hand side includes the Fourier component of the
in-cluced-current density j(k, or) calculated rigorously-as
the quantum-mechaniial average of the currentde$!ry
opeàtor over the crystal stales in the radiation field.
Win due regard for a weak inæraction of X-rays with
the crystal, tle second ærm in (l) (nontransversity) can
be ignored; then, one can calculate the current in the
appioximation linear with respect to the field. In the
gè;eral case, we obtain for a strictly periodic crystal

j(ko, o) = 1c't( t+nir) IXli(k', k-)E(k-, o), (2)
mj
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( l )

' - , *  .  l
2t7

where k,,, = h * h-, h,,, is the mth reciprocal-lattice vec-

tor multiplied by 2æ, and 26[{ko, k,") is the Fourier com-

ponent of the complex tglso-r of crystal polarizability
ihat can be calculated with due regard for all the pro-
cesses of X-ray interaction with the crystal (for details,
see [8,9]).

Substituting (2) into (l), we arive at an infiniæ sys-
tem of equations for amplitudes E(k., ro). As a rule, all
of the amplitudes E(k-) =E^ are small in comparison

with Fa, because (kfr - X') = X.oK2 and (kl - K') =

2koh. + h: is of the order of K.Thus, the relationship

E^lFn= XA= lg-s allows one to neglect all the scattered
*âves in comparison with Eo. The situation is different

if a crystal is oriented relative to the vector lq of the

incident \pave in such a way that the following condi-
tion is vatid for the nth reciprocal-lattice vector:

(k1- K') = xoÊ. (3)

In this case, all of the amplitudes Es and E, become
comparable, and one must solve the system of.two vec-
tor equations. This is the case of two-beam diffraction
with one diffracted beam.

One can readily see that, for any wavelenglh, condi-
tion (3) can readiiy b" satisfied for two reciprocal-lat-
tice vectors simultaneously (for example, nth and /th)
with the aid of simple crystal rotaûons about two mutu-
ally perpendicular D(es. In this case, there are two
strôn! diffracted beams, and we arrive at three-beam
diffriction. However, the real situation is even more
complex. The simultaneous fulfillment of conditions

k3 = k1 = k? = K2 signifies that one can draw a cir-

cumference in the reciprocal lattice through three recip-
rocallattice points 0, N, and L, which is a section of the
Ewald spherb of radius K. In some cases, when the
reciprocal lattice is of a high symmetry, the circumfer-
ence can pass through more reciprocal-lattice Pgints.
Then, we arrive at four-, five-, or six-beam' etc. diffrac-
tion, respectively. An elegant method for determining
these adàitional reciprocal-lattice points was described
by Pinsker [].

With due regard for the aforesaid, let us consider the
case where condition (3) is performed for N - I recip-
rocallanice points, i.ê., the case of N-beam diffracûon
in a plane-paralel plate with -the surface normal 16.
Then' the wave vector h of an incident wave is
expressed in terms of the wave vector Kt of the wave in
vaèuum: lfu = K, + enslZ. Let us pass from the vector
amplitudes of the electric field to scalar ones, using the
decomposition

E(k,) = \)' I 8,,,.',,, (4)
J = t t , o

where e-r, and e,?o are mutually perpendicular unit ve-ç--
tors of pôtarir"tion normal to k,,, and T", = (k,, ' n.)/K.
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(7)

(e)

(10)

x.:^. = 2r'^,x.i1{k',, k^,) d^,,
ij

consists of elements that represent the scattering ampli-
tude of diffracted beams in the kinematical approxima-
tion. Therefore, hereinafter, their matrix is called the
kinematical-scattering matrix.

Problem (5) has 2N solutions. There are 2N various
three-dimensional configurations of the radiation wave
field (i.e., of the X-ray standing waves). Each wave
interacts with the crystal atoms in a different way and,
in particular, is differently absorbed during itspropaga-
tioh through the crystal. The total amplitude of the elec-
tric field of an X-ray I'r/ave is the suPerposition of all the
standing waves having different coefficients a; (herein-
after called the excitation degrees). The values of these
coefficients are determined from the boundary condi-
tions on the entrance surfaces of the plate. Assume that
the amplitudes of external beams form a vector
D^"T_rto. Then the system of equations for a, can be

written in the form

)B-,rexp(ie,t ^/ Z)aj = D-", (8)

where r^=tL, rf T^> 0; t^ = 1, 7f T^< 0; and r is the crys-
tal plate thickness. Unknown amplitudes of the dif-
fracted beams are

Then the system of 2N self-consistent equations can be
solved as a problem of eigenvalues of a certain matrix

EB^, = Z*^Ê"r)'," (-a,ô;',, +x:^,)8,,,.. (5)
m's '

Here, ô;',, is the Kronecker symbol, and q, is the
parameter characærizing the deviation of the mth recip-
rocal-lattice vector from the Bragg condition

u ^ =  [ ( K , + h , , ) z - K z J / K 2 .  ( 6 )

The matrix

where Eiî = tÀ' it the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues'
Calculaling ihê vector A with the aid of the inverse
matrix X-1, we obtain an unknown vector R in the form

f , =  Y * { t  * D =  M * D ,  f u [ = V * X - !  Q 2 ' )

Thus, we arrived at a new matrix M directly relating
unknown amplinrdes of the diffracæd beams with the
known amplitudes of the incident beams. The latter
matrix is càled the dynamical-scattering matrix.

In a conventional X-ray diffraction experiment,
there is only one incident beam. But the situation is diÊ
ferent if a crystalline plate is a layer of q multilayer
crystalline syiæm. Without going into detail, Yt would
like to note that the exact solution of this complex prob-
lem was obtained by Kohn tl0l.A similar situation can
also arise in multicrystal systems.

3. X.RAY OPTICS OF A MUTJTIPLE-
DIFFRACTON EXPERIMENT

Two main requirements for the incident beam should
be met in order tô observe dynamical effects in a conven-
tional nvo-beam X-ray experiment. Fint, the angular
inænsity distribution should be narrower than the width
of the intrinsic reflection curve of the crystal. This can
readily be attained with the aid of an asymmetric c-ryspl-
collimator tl ll. Second, the width of the spectral LLI?\"
distribution should be of the same order of magnitude or
even ruurower than the width of the intrinsic reflection
curve. ln a hvo-beam experiment, the fulfillment of the
second condition is unnecessary if one uses a nondisper-
sive arrangement where the diffracting planes of both the
crystal-collimator and the specimen are paraflel. This
explains the widespread use in nvo-beam experiments of
double- and multicrystal nondispersive arrangements
with asymmetric crystals.

In multiple X-ray diffraction experiments, both of
the above cônditions should be met simultaneously for
all the reflections. This makes it necessary to provide
the angular collimation of the incident beam in several
directiôns simultaneously. Thus, Greiser and Materlik

[2J used a nuuro,w slit to reduce the horizontal diver-
gence of an SR beam in a three-beam (3331511) exper-
iment. Collimation with the aid of an additional crystal
was also used for solving the phase problem U3' l4l.
The best angular collimation (0.5" and 8.0" in the hor-
izontal andlertical planes, resPectively) was attained
with the use of mutually perpendicular asymmetric
Si(l l l) crystal and channel-cut collimating Si(220)
crystal tl4l. However, the dispenion problem has not
yet been solved.

In our experiments [5], we used two mulûgVqtal
arrangements, shown in Figs. I and 2, in theapplication
of thè method of X-ray standing waves. In the first
arrangement (Fig. l), the monochromatization of an SR
beam-from a bending magnet and its collimation in the
vertical plane for the case of three-beam (llll220) dif-
fraction-was provided by a double-crystal monochro'
mator with symmetric Si(l1l) crystals. Collimation in
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R,n, = 
f B.,re*p(ie,z^/2)ai,

j

where z^ = t, if y^> 0; z^ = 0, if T,,, < 0. The coefficient
of the scalar-wave (nzs) reflection into the wave (m's')
equals the squared modulus of the ratio of an unknown
amplitude to the known one

p(m,s, ,ms) =lHl '

The boundary-value problem can readily be solved
by the methods of matrix algebra. V/ith this aim, we
rèwrite equations (5), (8), and (9) in the matrix form

B  *  t =  G  *  B ,  f ,  *  A  = D ,  R = Y  *  A , ( l l )
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the horizontal plane was provided by a channel-cut
Si(220) crystal with double reflection. To make the
nondispersive alTangement, the channel-cut crystal was
inclined in such a way that the (220) diffracton planes
of the collimator and the specimen \ilere parallel. This
was provided by rotating a crystal for a necessary angle
about the incident-beam direction. Thus, when Process-
ing experimental data" we could consider the angular
divergence of the incident beam only. This divergence
was determined as a product of the reflection curves
R111 for a double-crystal monochromator and R22p for a
channel-cut collimating crystal. On the two-dimen-
sional (0, g) diagram, the intensity distribution of the
incident beam is seen as the region of intersection of
two bands (Fig. 8b). It is precisely this region that was
used to calculate the convolution in processing the the-
oretical data and their comparison with the experimen-
tal results. Their perfect agreement [5] confirms the
efficiency of the suggested iurangement.

However, the above approach is not univenal. There-
fore, it is very important to find a universal arangement
for collimation thæ can be used in various multibeam
combinations. The most promising here is the use of
multibeam effects themselves. ln particular, it is well
known [5] (see also Sect. 4) that the angular range of
anomalous transmitted X-rays in six-beam diftaction is
limited in two mutually perpendicular directions. The
second X-ray optical alrangement (Fig. 2) is based on
the use of this phenomenon.

An SR beam from a vertical wiggler is monochrom-
attzrdwith the aid of trvo symmeric Si(t I l) crystals and
reflected by a Si(220) crystal toward the collimator and
the specimen. The collimator is a S-mm-thick Si(l I l)
crystal positioned for a six-beam I-aue diftaction. An
anomalously transmitted direct beam is incident onto a
crystal-specimen. We used this arrangement in both
experiments on six-beam diffraction proper and in exper-
iments on three beam (llll220) diffraction. Note that, in
the general case, this arrangement is dispersive. How-
ever, as was shown earlier [5], a six-beam collimator pro-
vides an additional beam monochromatization up to
L7\t7'= 1.5 x lùs. In three-beam (l lllz00) diftaction,
this value is much lower than the angular ranges of the
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reflections under study. Therefore, it is possible to ignore
the incomplete monochromatization and to consider
only angular beam divergence.

Concluding this section, we would like to note that
the second arrangement is fundamentally new, and we
were the first to use it. However, the variety of possible
X-ray optical iurangements for multiple diffraction
experiments is not limited to the cases considered
above. On the other hand, the modified methods of two-
dimensional angular collimation can also be used suc-
cessfully in other fields of X-ray diffraction (such as
diffraction under the conditions of total external reflec-
tion, topography, etc.)

4. ANOMALOUS TRANSMISSION OF X-RAYS
IN SIX.BEAM DIFFRACTION

The phenomenon of anomalous transmission of X-
rays through a thick absorbing crystal under the condi-
tions of two-beam diffraction was first discovered by
Borrmann in 1941 tl6l. Since then, the phenomenon
has been studied in detail both theoretically and exper-
imentally. Physically, the effect consists in excitation in
a crystal of a standing-wave field whose intensity is
modulated along the diffraction vector and is close to
zero atthe reflecting planes. A more complex stmcture
of the wave field under the conditions of multiple dif-
fraction allows one to suppress the interaction of the
X-ray radiation with crystal atoms.

Here six-beam (22A, 242, 044, 2 24, 1 OD diffraction
where twelve Bloch waves are excited in a crystal (six
for each polarization state) is of great interest. Each of
these waves is characæized by its own absorption
coeffrcient. The structure of the most weakly absorbed
field is such that not only the amplitudes of the field,
but also its first and second derivatives, with respect to
coordinates, are zero at the crystal lattice points. As a
result, photoelectric absorption is substantially sup-
pressed; therefore, the minimum absorption coef|rcient
is limited by Compton scattering alone [17, l8].

The unique properties of six-beam diffraction
attracted the attention of many researchers (see the ref-
erences in [1 ,7]). The simplest experimental alrange-

Fig l. X-ray optics of multiple diffraction experiments using a channel<ut crystal for two-dimensional collimation.
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ment was used when the lines of anomalous transmis-
sion were recorded on photographic plates. Theoretical
analysis of the experimental results showed p9, 201
that, in this case, the effect of anomalous transmission
is masked by the optical effects of focusing and defo-
cusing. The latter makes the quantitative studies of
anomalous transmission almost impossible. Thus, the
only method possible here is direct inænsity measure-
ments of the transmined beam in the diftactometric
experiment. Such measurements were first performed
only recently, with the use of synchrotron radiation [2].

The schematic diagram of the experiment is shown
in Fig. 3. The specific features of a six-beam collimator
were considered in Sect. 3. V/e note here only that the
above effect was used in hopes of anaining angular col-
limation sufficient for studying the effect itself.

The specimens rffere dislocation free 3- and 5-mm-
thick Si crystals. We measured the A0dependences of
the transmitted beam intensity for various values of Â9.
The measurementq were made at the wavelengths
l, = 0.93 and l.l5 Â, corresponding to lr, = 12 and24,
for a crystal of thickness t = 3 mm, and to lu = 19.4 and
39.7,for a crystal with t = 5 mm.

Figure 4 shows the experimental two-dimensional
intensity distribution for a transmitted beam for pu = 12.
The value ̂ g = 0 corresponds to the center of the six-
beam region. A relatively low value of lu allows one to
observe the intensity distribution both inside and out-
side the six-beam region and to compare in detail the
experimental and calculated results. As is evident from
Fig. 4, the peak intensity in the center of the six-beam
region is more than three times higherthan the intensity
of the 220 peaks. This indicates the enhancement of
anomalous transmission, although it is weakly marked
for the given value of tu.

)xarzlo

NaI-044

ionization chamber
s i ( l  l  l )

I

si(220)

SR source s i ( l  l  l )

FigZ.The arrangement of a multiple X-ray diffraction experiment with a six-beam collimator.

In order to compare the experimental and theoretical
dat4 we calculated the nansmission coeffrcients P(Op,
0s, Â0, Âq) defined as the intensity ratios of the p
polarized plane wave in the direct beam at the exit sur-
face to the intensity of the s-polanzed wave at the
entrance surface of the crystal [see formula (10)J. Vfith
due regard for the notation introduced in Sect. 2, these
coefficients can be calculated by the formula

P(0p,0s, Â0, Âg) = 
\lBooiBo";l'exp(-Fit). (13)

j

In our case of pure Laue geometry, the calculations can
be simplified almost without any loss in accuracy by
using the approximation in which problem (5) is solved
for a nonabsorbing crystal, i.e., in the zeroth order with
respect to XilX,. The absorption coefficients Fi for each
standing-wave field are calculated in the firsf approxi-
mation as the diagonal elements of the absorption
matrix

Fj = IIr," ojlKy;'oy;t"f,:,f Bn,i. (14)
mp ns

Figure 5 shows the calculated two-dimensional
intensity distribution for a transmitted beam for a
o-polarized incident plane wave (the so-called intrinsic
curves). One can clearly see five intersecting bands cor-
responding to different angular ranges of the two-beam
Borrmann effect. The bands corresponding to weak
reflections arc nalro\r/er, but the tansmission maximum
is ratherhigh because of a low pr value. The experimen-
tal curves show no peaks due to weak reflections
because of insufEcient collimation of the incident beam.
To be able to compare the theoretical and experimental

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY REPORTS Vol. 39 No. 2 1994
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data, one must calculate the twodimensional convolu-
tion of the transmission coefficient for a specimen with
the transmission coefficient P.(s, o, ^0, Â9) for a six-
beam collimator. The convolution is calculated as

x P.(s, o', Ë, nr) . 
EyrrrtP.(s, 

o, E, n)) (ls)

and takes into account the change in the polarization
state of the incident o-polarized SR beam upon its
transmission through the crystal-collimator. The angu-
lar range R used in the calculations makes an essential
effect on averaging. However, if one considers that the
radiation is not completely monochromatic, and there-
fore, its angular range is not known exactly, the angular
range is assumed to be somewhat wider than follows
from the preliminary collimation of the monochromatic
radiation. This problem occurs only for low 1u values.

Figure 6 shows the theoretical and experimental
curves for three Àg values. The sufficiently good agrce-
ment between the theory and the experiment confirms
the efficiency of the suggested experimental approach
to the quantitative study of anomalous transmission in
six-beam diffraction. A more pronounced effect of
anomalous transmission can be observed only at higher
Âg values. The respective analysis of this case will be
performed in the near future.
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5. THE METHOD OF X.RAY STANDINb
WAVES UNDER THE CONDITIONS

OF MULTIBEAM DIFFRACTION

The method of X-ray standing waves is used to mea-
sure, along with the intensities of diffracted beams, the
intensity of inelastic-scattering channels (secondary
processes). Theoretically, the calculation of the latter
reduces to the following [21,22): first, the intensity of
the total radiation field is calculated at a certain point r
in the vicinity of the position of an atomic nucleus ro
located at the depth z:

STTJDY OF MI.JLTIPLE DIFFRACTION

Âtp

Si specimen

Si collimator

ionization chamber

s i ( l  l  l )

si(220)
SR source

ng; 3. Schematic diagram of an X-ray experiment for studying anomalous tnansmission under the conditions of six-beam diffraction.

/
I(^0, Âq) = I>ld!dTtP(0p,0s, Â0 + (, Ârp + q)

\ -' p s  R

F(r) =
r 2

In(u",)exp(ik-r)l
I

= 
)"* 

Q)E^(z)exp [t  (h, - h-) r]  .

The phase factor should be averaged with due regard for
the electron density distribution of the atorn and the
probability of inelastic processes and thermal vibraûons.

Then the result can be written in the form

r,(z) - (r(r)) = I]E^(z)|',

(16)

(17)

*IE* e)8,(z)4
î  

m  \ - ,  ' , t _ ,  
1 , , * ( s )  

.

The prime at the sum sign indicates that the term with
m = n is eliminated; and Xi^^(s) describes the contribu-
tion of the X-ray absorption process denoted by s, to the
imaginary part of the Fourier component of polari zabil-

s i ( l  l  l )
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ity. Finally, in order to calculate the intensity of the sec-
ondary-radiation yield from the crystal, the result
should be integrated over the crystal depth with due
regard for the probabiliry P,(z) of the secondary radia-
tion yield

4^ = 
[arr,çyt ,(z).

If one measures photoelectron emission from the
entrance surface of the crystal in the Bragg (reflection)
diffraction, the escape depth of the secondary radiation
is much less than the depth of reflection, whereas the
polarizability ratio is close to unity. Then, the angular
dependence of the secondary process reflects the angu-
lar dependence of the intensity of the X-ray wave field
at the point of the atom location in the subsurface crys-
tal layer

I  1 2
Io t= l ) .n- to l l  .  (19)' t ; t

If the atom is displaced from its position in the lattice
or if the lattice points in the subsurface layer are dis-
placed with respect to those of the matrix in which the
X-ray standing waves are formed, then the formula
becomes

IGZMIROV et al.

Ag, sec of arc

-15 -10 -5 15 Â0, sec of arc

Fig. 4. The experimental two-dimensional distribution (Â0, Ag) of the transmission coefficient under the conditions of six-beam
diftaction.

l:"-,0)exp 
t;rr-uto)l 

| 
.

(18 )

The additional phase factors, considering the displace-
ments of atoms, drastically change the character of the
angular dependence, which, unlike that in the two-
beam case, is sensitive to two coordinates of the dis-
placement in the plane of the reciprocal-lattice vectors.
This provides the twodimensional localizaton of
atoms in the surface layer.

Greizer and Materlik [12J studied the fluorescence
yield from a Ge crystal under the conditions of three-
beam (5lt/333) diffraction. We measured the yield of
photoelectrons exciæd by an X-ray standing wave
under the conditions of three-beam (llll22Ù) diffrac-
tion [3,6]. The specimen was a perfect Si(lll) crystal.
The yield of K-photoelectrons w:rs measured by a gas-
proportional counter [23] specially designed for multi-
beam measurements and for providing rotation of a
crystal with a sufficient accuracy about the qaxis per-
pendicular to the surface in the vacuum-tight counter.

Figure 7 shows the yield curves and the curves for
(11l) and (220) reflection me:rsured in the central part
of the three-beam diffraction region at different values
of the azimuth angle Âç (the point Â0 = Âg = 0 corre-
sponds to the center of the three-beam region). The
escape depth of photoelectrons is very small
(=0.2 pm); therefore, the photoemission curves dem-
onstrate quite clearly the interference of the wave fields
in the crystal. Thus, the yield of photoelectrons sub-
stantially decreases in the region of total external
reflection coresponding to the left-hand parts of

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY REPORTS Vol. 39 No. 2 1994

Ipt = (20)
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Ag, sec of arc

-15 -10 -5 0 l5^0, sec of arc

Fig 5. Theorctically calculaæd two-dimensional (a0, Âg) distribution of the transmission coefficient for a o-polarized plane wave

onâer the conditions of six-beam diftaction.
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Fig 6. Comparing the experimental (dashed line) and theoretically calculaæd (solid lines) transmission coefficients with due regard

foithe nvo-dimensional convolution.

the curves in Fig. 7 (for the 220 curves' at ̂ 9- < 0; for
the I I I curves, at Âg > 0). on the other hand, if the con-
dition of the three-beam diffraction (Fig. 7c) is fulfilled
exactly, the photoelectron Yleld exceeds the respective
value ior t*ô-beam diffraction by a factor of l'5'

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY REPORTS VoL 39 No' 2 1994

One of the advantages of the multibeam alrange-
ment for the X-ray stânding-wave method is the po_ssi-
bility of measuring the yield curves for several reflec-
tioni, in fact, undei the conditions of two-beam diffrac-
tion. Figure 7f shows the angular dependence of the
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-nùanà"nsi6nd 
nVnO diftaction for

;;d&rcr æ' t"j ii.{', (b);?",{c) {'5", (9.5'3"'
;Ji;i lit;10-,i*';t* data ousidc thq rcso.n of strong
inætUtions 1À9 = rC)' Thc dashcd lire shows ttrc datacd-
culatcd bY ttre twebeam theorY'

photoelectron yield and the reflcction curves for a

i"ttt"t pronounèed deviation from the exact three-beam

oositioï (Âe = 30'). The experimental curve obtained

;*ge5 ô.irt well with the curves calculated by the two-

Ë;-d;ô.y. ôu"iously, an increase of the angle À9

makes the 
-nro-beam 

approximation more accurate'

Thur, in one angular t.ù, one can measurle the curves

oir.i,ondary prir"5"s for several reflections. This is

;;dJty-irËp when one has to study stmcnrral
changes occurring with time.

6.RECoRDINGoFPHASE-SENSITTVECURVES
BY TI{E METHOD

OF THREE.BEAM DIFFRACTION

Three-beam diffraction allows one to implement a

situation close to that in the two-beam X-ray-standing

*""" method but without measuring secondary P.ro-

""r*r. 
Such a sihration arises when thé Brag_g condition

iàt i; tutfilled rigorouslY fo-r È9 fi^t beam rl, whereas'

iôi n" second Ë- G, ii is tulfilled only apPPrymaæly'
i;-thi L*", the beam G can be considered in the kine-
matical approximation. noducrls no .effect on the
;r""-tir""Ëi O *a H,thebeam Gitsef is generated by

the coherent superposition of these strong beams'
firerefore, the angulâr dependence of G is formed under

;;;g innuenËe of thè llgular dependence of the

i"notiôn-amplitude phase. In nrrn, this fact allows one

lo-1n"ur*, tË" phrsè of the structure factor, in othet

*ordr, to solve tire phase problem of the stntcture anal-
ytit Ait""tly. This was first demonstrated in t14l'

Inactual i ty, theanalogyofthismethodwiththe
,-n"tnoa of X-iây standing waves is even closer. As was

CRYSTALLOGRAPI{Y REPORTS Vol' 39 No' 2 1994
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I rel. units
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Fig. t (a) The angular dependences of the inænsities at the tails of the (l I l) and (?1o) reflection curyes in the angular regions of

the total (ZZO) and (l I l) rcflection, t"rp""tin"ù Ol Muhral iurangement of the reflection regions on the (Â0, Â9) diagram. The

dashed line corrcsponds to ÂO-scanning.

(b)

shown earlier fl}, 22,241, this method proved to be

very convenient for studying the stnrcture of subsurface

layers, because a weak beam is formed in the vicinity

of th" surface, and the depth of its reflection is inversely

proportional to the deviation from the Bragg angle in

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY REPORTS Vol' 39 No' 2 r994

full analogy with the well-known method of asymptotic
diffraction t251. Even if the deviation angle is quiæ
small, the effective depth of reflection is smaller than
the escape depth of photoelectrons, and, therefore, one
can use the approximation of the zero reflection depth.
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16.
17.

18.
19.

In this approximation, the intensity of a weak G beam
is determined to be

I r,(z) =

I 
o=n)or', 

l' (21)
* lro,1o; + Er,(o) #" , t-;tru(o)l I

I X'ro I

Here, notation (7) is used: s is the index of two-wave
polarization for beams 0 and H, andP is 99- polariza-
iion index for the beam G polarization. As follows from
formula (21), the anomalous angular dependence can
be observed only if all three of the reflections are not
forbidden.

Up to now, no experimental studies of the struchJre
of diiturbed surface layers have been performed using
this method. For perfect crystals, a large number of var-
ious methods foidirect determination of structure fac-
tors are known. The diffractometric method analogous
to the one described above was first applied in [l4J'
where the authors used a conventional X-ray tube. The
anomalous angular dependences similar to the ph-o1q-
emission curvés were first recorded with the use of SR
and the new collimation method described in Sect. 3 in
our study [4].

The experiment was performed on a Si(lll) crystal
for the three-beam case (l11,220). The angular depen-
dence of both beams obtained in two'beam regions of the
total reflection is shown in Fig. 8a for the deviation from
the exact three-beam condition Âg = -115". The upper
curves colrespond to weak beams with anomalous angu-
lar dependenèe; the lower curves colrespond to- strong
beams-, with the reflection coefficient close to unity. The
solid curves were calculated by the exact formula of
multiple diftaction with due regard for the convolution
with the curves of intensity distribution for the crystal-
collimator. Figure 8b shows the nvodimensional
(Â0, Âg) diagrarn illusrating the location of the (ll1)
nd (}iO) rJgions of total reflection and the line of
ÂO-scanning (dashed line). These curves demonstrate,
first" the phase-sensitive nature of the angular depen-
dence of weak beams and, second, the exact colTespon-
dence of the obtained experimental data to the respective
theoretical calculations. (Note that no detailed compari-
son with the theoretical predictions was made in [la].)
Thus, we believe that the above suggested procedure can
be used as a new method for structure diagnostics of
slightly disturbed subsurface layers.
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